
CHAPTER 5: STEAMJACKS OF THE SEA

Bonejacks and Helljacks
  Cost Cost
Chassis (with Stock Cortex) (Chassis Only) Fuel Load/Burn Time Stock Cortex
 Deathripper 4,500 gp 2,200 gp 44 lb. necrotite, 88 lb. coal/18 hours  Cryxian arcanum-
    general, 3 hours combat grade equivalent
Helldiver 5,000 gp 2,500 gp 33 lb. necrotite, 66 lb. coal/13 hours  Cryxian arcanum-
     general, 2 hours combat grade equivalent
 Leviathan 9,000 gp 4,500 gp 100 lb. necrotite, 265 lb. coal/12 hours  Cryxian arcanum-
    general, 2 hours combat grade equivalent
 Seether 10,000 gp 5,000 gp 100 lb. necrotite, 265 lb. coal/12 hours  Cryxian arcanum-
    general, 2 hours combat grade equivalent
 Slayer 10,300 gp 5,800 gp 100 lb. necrotite, 200 lb. coal/12 hours  Cryxian arcanum-
    general, 2 hours combat grade equivalent
 Stalker 5,200 gp 2,600 gp 33 lb. necrotite, 66 lb. coal/16 hours  Cryxian arcanum-
    general, 2 hours combat grade equivalent
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DEATHRIPPER CHASSIS
Height/Weight: 6 ft. 4 in. / 5,000 lb.
Initial Service Date: Unknown (first reported 502 AR)
Original Chassis Design: Unknown
The Deathripper is a frightening weapon of astonishing 
speed and bestial ferocity. Its necrotite-fueled engine spews 
deadly smoke and steam across the battlefield as it surges 
forward to tear apart adversaries, its arc node serving 
as a magical conduct for its master’s dreadful spells. The 
Deathripper’s high-pitched cry has been described in fevered 
battle chronicles for decades and is never forgotten by those 
who hear it in battle and survive.

The Deathripper is made of dark iron and steel combined 
with blighted beast skulls and teeth. Its jaws can cut limbs and 
shear through armored plates thanks to its necrotite-powered 
steam engine. Just a few of these fearsome machines are 
capable of disassembling a light warjack in a cloud of smoke, 
metal, and hydraulic fluid.

The Deathripper chassis has spawned several variants, 
including the Defiler, the Nightwretch, the Ripjaw, the 
Scavenger, and the Shrike.
Deathripper. The Deathripper comes stock with bonejack 
jaws mounted to its weapon hard point and an arc node.
Defiler. The Defiler comes stock with a sludge cannon 
mounted to its weapon hard point and an arc node.
Nightwretch. The Nightwretch comes stock with a 
doomspitter cannon mounted to its weapon hard point and 
an arc node.
Ripjaw. The Ripjaw comes stock with a bone saw mounted to 
its weapon hard point and an arc node.
Scavenger. The Scavenger comes stock with bonejack 
jaws mounted to its weapon hard point and a flight 
system upgrade.
Shrike. The Shrike comes stock with bonejack jaws mounted 
to its weapon hard point, a flight system, and wing blades.

Deathripper
Large construct (bonejack), unaligned

Armor Class 16 (natural armor)
Hit Points 45 (6d10 + 12)
Speed 40 ft.

 STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA
 13 (+1) 18 (+4) 15 (+2) 8 (−1) 10 (+0) 4 (−3)

Saving Throws Str +3, Con +4
Skills Athletics +3, Perception +2
Damage Resistances bludgeoning, piercing, and slashing from 
nonmagical attacks
Damage Immunities poison, psychic
Condition Immunities charmed, frightened, paralyzed, 
petrified, poisoned
Senses passive Perception 12
Languages understands the languages of its manufacturer but 
can’t speak
Challenge 3 (700 XP)

Cortex. The Deathripper’s cortex allows it to understand basic 
commands from its controller (spoken verbally by most but 
usually communicated telepathically by warcasters). Verbal 
commands must be akin to those issued to a trained animal, 
such as “stay,” “guard,” “attack,” and so on. The Deathripper will 
carry out these commands with no regard for its own safety.
Heavy Metal. The Deathripper’s attacks are magical for the 
purpose of overcoming resistances and immunity to nonmagical 
attacks for steamjacks, colossals, and warbeasts.
Steam Powered. The Deathripper requires coal and water to 
function. When not in combat, it can function for 18 hours with 
a full fuel load of 44 pounds of necrotite or 88 pounds of coal 
and fresh water in its boiler. While in combat, the Deathripper 
can function for 3 hours with a full fuel load. If the Deathripper’s 
fuel and water are not refilled at the end of this time, it suffers 
one level of exhaustion at the end of each minute. Due to the 
amount of noise its steam engine produces, the Deathripper has 
disadvantage on Dexterity (Stealth) checks.
Weapon Hard Points. The Deathripper doesn’t have arms. 
Instead, it was designed to house one of several weapon 
systems developed especially for its chassis. The Deathripper 
can be equipped with only one of these weapon systems, which 
replaces its bite attack.

Actions
Multiattack. The Deathripper makes two melee attacks.
Slam. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 
5 (1d8 + 1) bludgeoning damage.
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